With the continuous development of information technology level, the communication technology is continuously improved and the scale of communication network is increasingly expanded, which proposes higher requirement for communication network security. Through analysis on the importance and current situation of communication network, this paper proposes corresponding technical maintenance measures for safe network for professional personnel's reference.
Introduction of advanced communication network equipments
In order to improve communication network security, we shall firstly start from hardware equipments, greatly introduce advanced communication network equipments, and replace and apply advanced communication network software facilities; the high-quality communication network equipments and facilities have high network security technology index, thus it is hard to change and destroy them. Then, we shall greatly introduce advanced communication network security technology, such as firewall security protection technology, hacker intrusion prevention technology, technology related to communication network security encryption and maintenance, user and management personnel authority authentication technology, VPN technology, and automatic detection on loopholes and virus technology. [2] Anti-hacker measure In the process of communication network information and data delivery, we will often meet the hacker intrusion, and the attacking means used by hackers include diverting attention from the quarter where the real attack is to be made, "true and false Li Kui", going straight to the heart of the matter, and beating around the bush, etc. [3] In order to realize supervision, anti-counterfeiting, review, and tracking on illegal intrusion, and avoid the situation that the information is tampered, replaced or destroyed, it is able to adopt password entry, identity authentication and other methods. While the password entry is adopted, the password shall be set as complicated and long as possible; it is able to combine English letters with figures to reduce hacker's decoding possibility and avoid hacker intrusion. Besides, the users shall reduce the use of same password in multiple systems, and use diversified passwords as much as possible to avoid the situation that the security of other systems is affected due to occurrence of security problem in individual system. The identity authentication is used to realize dual authentication on user and access network; while the identity authentication is used, it is required to issue the letter of access permission to the terminal through network authorization to avoid secondary users' access to network and network resource, which can play certain protection function on network.
Anti-virus measure
The computer virus also can cause threat on communication network security at any time; the virus can damage and even destroy computer data, and tamper or disclose computer information data through viral transmission. [4] By use of ways of network connection, it is able to spread the virus on one computer to another computer. While the data file can't be opened or is damaged, the computer is halted or restarted for no reason, the operation speed suddenly slows down, the usable space of disk suddenly decreases, and the abnormality appears in network service, it is very likely that the virus is hidden. In order to avoid the occurrence of above situations in computer, the users shall carry out regular virus detection on computer, insert the hard disk or download software after safe scanning to reduce the possibility of occurrence of virus. Meanwhile, while downloading the required software, the software shall be downloaded from official and professional website; as for the links on QQ, e-mails and annexes, it is required to not easily click and open them to avoid the situation that the virus extracts the list of e-mails through infected network, and then transmits to other users via e-mails attached with virus, which then causes communication network paralysis.
Application of communication network security technology
Firewall technology. The firewall technology is an important link in communication network security, and it is generally applied in external interface of network for convenience of carrying out access control to network layer. Through verifying, limiting, and changing the data flow which spans across firewall, it is not only able to prevent hacker's access to our network to maximum degree, but also able to prevent network hackers from arbitrarily tampering, changing, deleting and destroying network important information and data. In this way, the firewall can play a role of protective layer for network security and effectively prevent the intrusion of unsafe factors on the internet and extension to LAN. [4] Generally speaking, the firewall software installed in computer includes Rising, and Kingsoft, etc., which can carry out real-time supervision and virus checking and killing on computer.
Intrusion detection technology. The firewall technology can protect the internal network to certain degree so that it is hard for external network to intrude into internal network; however, it can't supervise the internal network, can't effectively control illegal activities of internal network, and can't handle virus or malicious codes such as Trojan Horse, thus we need a technology which can make up firewall. The intrusion detection technology is short for IDS; through its combination with firewall technology, it is able to provide strong protection for external and internal attack, and even provide protection for security problem caused by improper operation. IDS will carry out effective interception on intrusion before the network system is damaged so as to further improve information security.
Network encryption technology. The network encryption technology is a kind of technology applied to prevent hackers from utilizing network to intercept and steal public or private information. Through encryption and sealing handling on IP package transmitted in public network, this technology can realize more complete data transmission and make the transmission become more confidential. The application of network encryption technology not only can ensure the security of data transmission under public network, but also can ensure remote users' security while they make an access to internal network.
Authentication technology. The authentication technology includes static password authentication,
